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1. Introduction
This paper presents new evidence supporting the inclusion of the colon (κ) as a separate category
in the Prosodic Hierarchy, on the basis of tonal data from Paicî, an Oceanic language of New Caledonia.
The colon is a constituent intermediate between the foot and the word, made of two feet, as schematized
in (1) (Stowell 1979; Halle & Clements 1983: 18-19; Hammond 1987; Hayes 1995: 119; Green 1997;
a.o.).
(1)

Prosodic Word (ω)
|
Colon (κ)
|
Foot (F t)
|
Syllable (σ)
|
Mora (µ)

[{(σσ)F t (σσ)F t }κ ]ω
{(σσ)F t (σσ)F t }κ
(σσ)F t (σσ)F t
σσσσ

Justification for the colon (κ) rests mostly on the existence of tertiary stress. As clearly summarized
by Green (1997: 102), “it is clear that in order to derive four levels of stress (primary, secondary, tertiary,
unstressed), four levels of structure (prosodic word, colon, foot, syllable) are called for.” Colon-based
analyses have so far been proposed for a dozen languages, listed in (2) below.
(2)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Passamaquoddy (Stowell 1979; Hayes 1995: 215-216; Green 1997: 104-109),
Tiberian Hebrew (Dresher 1981),
Garawa (Halle & Clements 1983: 20-21; Halle & Vergnaud 1987: 43; Hayes 1995: 202),
Hungarian (Hammond 1987; Hayes 1995: 330; Green 1997: 102-104),
Maithili (Hayes 1995: 149-162),
Eastern Ojibwa (Hayes 1995: 216-218; Green 1997: 109-112),
Asheninca (Hayes 1995: 288-296; Green 1997 112-114),
the Neo-Štokavian dialect of Serbo-Croatian (Green 1997: 115-116),
three Goidelic varieties: Munster Irish, East Mayo Irish, and Manx (Green 1997: 120-133).
Iquito (Michael 2011; Topintzi 2016, 2017).

The analysis proposed by Hammond (1987) for Hungarian tertiary stress is given in (3) as
an illustration, using Hammond’s notation, where the acute accent ⟨á⟩ indicates primary stress, the
circumflex accent ⟨â⟩ secondary stress, and the grave accent ⟨à⟩ tertiary stress.1
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(3)

Pr.Word:
Colon:
Foot:

[x
]
{x
}{x
}
(x
.)(x .)(x .)(x )
kíʃ.kuːn.fèː.lɛɟ.hâː.zaː.bɔ̀n

‘in Kiskúnfélegyházaʼ

The existence of the colon is, however, controversial. It has been shown to be unnecessary for at
least two languages (Garawa and Maithili; Green 1997: 116-120). Most importantly, tertiary stress itself
–the main argument proposed so far in favor of the colon– is controversial. It has been claimed not to
exist in at least two of the languages listed in (2): Passamaquoddy (LeSourd 1993) and Hungarian (Siptár
& Törkenczy 2000: 21-22), and many phonologists doubt the existence of more than two levels of stress
(primary vs. non-primary). Overall, tertiary stress seems to be too controversial to be used as evidence
in favor of adding a separate category in the Prosodic Hierarchy. On these grounds, the colon is rejected
by most recent metrical theories, either implicitly (Elenbaas & Kager 1999; Hyde 2002), or explicity
Martínez-Paricio 2012, 2013; Martínez-Paricio & Kager 2015, 2016).
There is, however, one language in which a colon-based analysis has been proposed for phenomena
different from tertiary stress: Iquito (Michael 2011; see also Topintzi 2016, 2017). Michael (2011)
convincingly shows that “the colon is an important constituent in the Iquito prosodic system in two
ways: as a target prosodic word size... and as the domain in which lexical tone and metrical tone are
incompatible.” This case is not taken into account in the metrical theories mentioned above.
In this paper, I present additional evidence for the colon, by showing that this prosodic category
plays a crucial role in the tone system of Paicî (Oceanic, New Caledonia). This adds empirical support
both to the inclusion of the colon as an independent category in the prosodic hierarchy, and to the idea
that metrical structure is relevant in domains other than stress, e.g. tone (cf. Leben 1997, 2001, 2003;
Pearce 2006, 2013 and references therein, a.o.).2
Section 2 presents the Paicî downstep pattern. I then show in section 3 that referring to the colon
is necessary to account for this downstep pattern, as well as a morphological H-tone spread rule, and
propose an analysis of this pattern couched in Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004).
I then show in section 4 that, despite its potential weaknesses, the colon analysis fares better than two
alternative analyses using only the traditional prosodic categories and the mechanisms of extrametricality
or recursion. Section 5 concludes.

2. Downstep in Paicî
The data in this paper are mostly taken from Jean-Claude Rivierre’s (1974) description of the Paicî
tone system, his (1983) Paicî-French dictionary, as well as texts he collected with Alban Bensa (Bensa
& Rivierre 1994). I was able to both confirm Rivierre’s description of the tone system and collect some
additional data during a short field trip to New Caledonia in December 2017, with the help of Hélène
Nimbaye, a native Paicî speaker from Tchamba. The segmental inventory of the language is given in (4)
below.3
(4)

2

Paicî segmental inventory (Rivierre 1983: 21)
a. Vowels:
i ɨ u
ḭ ɨ̰ ṵ
e ə o
ɛ ʌ ɔ
ɛ̰ ʌ̰ ɔ̰
a
a̰

See Topintzi (2016, 2017) for suggestions of other phenomena in various languages where a colon analysis might
be warranted.
3
The three non-low interior vowels of Paicî are transcribed ⟨ɯ ɤ ʌ⟩ respectively in Rivierre (1974). I have taken the
liberty to change the transcription of the first two to ⟨ɨ ə⟩, in accordance with their phonetic status as central vowels
(Gordon & Maddieson 2004). I keep Rivierre’s transcription of the low central vowel as ⟨ʌ⟩ rather than changing it
to ⟨ɜ⟩, in order to avoid any confusion with mid-open ⟨ɛ⟩. Vowel nasalization is indicated with a subscript tilde ⟨a̰⟩
in order to leave room for the tone marks above the vowels.

b. Consonants:
p
pw
b [ᵐb] bw [ᵐbʷ]
m
mw
w

t
d [ⁿd]
n
r
l

c
ɟ [ᶮɟ]
ɲ

k
g [ᵑg]
ŋ

As we will see, Paicî is a language that counts morae. Monomorphemic lexical items are rarely
longer than five morae.4

2.1. Paicî tonal inventory
Paicî is a tonal language. The tone-bearing unit is the mora. Only vowels are moraic in Paicî, where
coda consonants are not allowed. Rivierre (1974) posits three contrastive tone heights: high (H), mid (M),
and low (L). I propose to reinterpret it as a two-tone system. There is, indeed, no distinction between
Rivierre’s underlying M and L. The tone system of Paicî can thus be described as involving only two
underlying level tones: H (Rivierre’s H) vs. L (Rivierre’s M+L). Based on Rivierre’s description, the L
tone is indeed better analyzed as a derived downstepped L. The reanalysis I propose here, schematized
in § 2.1, closely follows Rivierre’s (1978: 430, 1993: 161) description and intuition.
Rivierre (1974)
H
M
L

Reanalysis
H
L
ꜜL

Table 1: Paicî tone inventory

All of Rivierre’s M-toned words will henceforth accordingly be transcribed as L-toned. Most lexical
items in Paicî are isotonal, i.e. either all H or all L. The following examples illustrate the H vs. L tonal
contrast with a few minimal pairs taken from Rivierre (1983).
(5)

1µ
2µ
3µ

ú
kóó
pʌ̰́dı ́
pwááı ́
údʌ́rɨ ́

‘bad spirit’
‘humidity, cold’
‘to hit, to thrash’
‘to fill, to load’
‘to catch on fire’

ù
kòò
pʌ̰̀dì
pwààì
ùdʌ̀rɨ ̀

‘breath’
‘tree sp.’
‘to share, to divide’
‘tree sp.’
‘to disjoin’

2.2. Downstep
H tones are stable, i.e. they are not affected by any tonal processes, and in general never change: a Htoned mora always surfaces as H. L tones, on the other hand, are targeted by two distinct tonal processes:
downstep and juncture H-tone spreading (see § 3.2). Downstep is illustrated in (6): while L-toned words
of one to three morae are realized with a level L tone throughout (6a), words of four morae and above
undergo a register drop after the second mora (6b).
(6)

a.

b.

4

1 ∼ 3µ̀ words:
µ̀:
ù
µ̀µ̀:
nɛ̰ɛ̀ ̰̀
µ̀µ̀µ̀:
pwààì
4µ̀+ words:
µ̀µ̀ꜜµ̀µ̀:
àùꜜkɔ̀ɔ ̀
µ̀µ̀ꜜµ̀µ̀µ̀: ɛ̀àꜜàràbwà

‘breath’
‘name’
‘tree sp.’

pwʌ̰̀
cʌ̰̀mı ̰̀
ùdʌ̀rɨ ̀

‘turtle’
‘to plant’
‘to disjoin’

‘cagou’
‘crab sp.’

pʌ̀ɟàꜜɟìì
pwèrèꜜtɔ̀ɔt̀ ɨ ̀

‘molar teeth’
‘wind’

There is both language-internal and language-external evidence for the importance of moraic count in Paicî: every
line in the traditional epic poems called ténô [ténɔ̰]́ consists (in theory) of eight morae (cf. Bensa & Rivierre 1976,
1994).

The downstep analysis is justified by the fact that this lower register is then maintained throughout
the remainder of the utterance, as shown in (7) (from Rivierre 1974).
(7)

a.

/à̰bòrò

kırı
̰́ /̰́

person

small

b.

‘small/short person’
/à̰bòrò
mʌ̰̀ìnʌ̰̀/
person

[a̰3 bo3 ro3 kḭ5 rḭ5 ]
[a̰3 bo3 ro3 mʌ̰3 i3 nʌ̰3 ]

big

‘big/tall person’
c.

d.

e.

[pa3 i3 e1 e1 kḭ3 rḭ3 ]
serpentine small
*[pa3 i3 e1 e1 kḭ5 rḭ5 ]
‘small (piece of) serpentine’
/pàìèè
mʌ̰̀ìnʌ̰̀/
[pa3 i3 e1 e1 mʌ̰1 i1 nʌ̰1 ]
serpentine big
*[pa3 i3 e1 e1 mʌ̰3 i3 nʌ̰3 ]
‘big (piece of) serpentine’

/pàìèè

kırı
̰́ /̰́

/pàìèè

bwɨ ̀ɨ ̀cɨ ̀rɨ ̀/

serpentine

green

[pa3 i3 e2 e2 bwɨ2 ɨ2 cɨ1 rɨ1 ]
*[pa3 i3 e1 e1 bwɨ3 ɨ3 cɨ1 rɨ1 ]

i.e. [pàìꜜèè kırı
̰́ ]|
̰́
i.e. [pàìꜜèè mʌ̰̀ìnʌ̰̀]

i.e. [pàìꜜèè bwɨ ̀ɨ ̀ꜜcɨ ̀rɨ ̀]

‘green serpentine’

3. Analysis
The two main questions posed by the data above are 1) how to explain the downstep after the second
mora in 4µ̀+ words; and 2) how to explain the absence of downstep after the second mora in 1 ∼ 3µ̀
words?

3.1. Foot-based account
To answer the first question, the downstep pattern strongly suggests that the two initial morae of
4µ̀+ words form a bimoraic foot (µ̀µ̀). A foot-based analysis thus seems to be in order. The presence
of one word-intial L-toned foot is, however, not sufficient to account for the downstep pattern, since it
would predict downstep after the second mora of di- and trisyllabic words, contrary to the facts presented
in section 2, as shown in (8) below.
(8)
1µ̀:
2µ̀:
3µ̀:
4µ̀:

Prediction
µ̀
(µ̀µ̀)ꜜ
(µ̀µ̀)ꜜµ̀
(µ̀µ̀)ꜜ(µ̀µ̀)

Facts
µ̀
µ̀µ̀
µ̀µ̀µ̀
µ̀µ̀ꜜµ̀µ̀

pwʌ̰̀
cʌ̰̀mı ̰̀
ùdʌ̀rɨ ̀
pʌ̀ɟàꜜɟìì

!
*
*
!

The downstep seems to occur between two L-toned feet, a tonal dissimilation akin to an Obligatory
Contour Principle effect. This analysis accounts for the data we have seen so far:
(9)
1µ̀:
2µ̀:
3µ̀:
4µ̀:

Prediction
µ̀
(µ̀µ̀)
(µ̀µ̀)µ̀
(µ̀µ̀)ꜜ(µ̀µ̀)

Facts
µ̀
µ̀µ̀
µ̀µ̀µ̀
µ̀µ̀ꜜµ̀µ̀

pwʌ̰̀
cʌ̰̀mı ̰̀
ùdʌ̀rɨ ̀
pʌ̀ɟàꜜɟìì

!
!
!
!

As seen, downstep can only occur if there are two adjacent L-toned bimoraic feet, i.e. if there are at
least four morae. The four-mora threshold is thus explained with a simple foot-based analysis. We will
see in the next section that this analysis fails to correctly predict the conditions of application of another
tonal process at work in Paicî: juncture H-tone spread.

3.2. H-tone spread: further restrictions on foot-parsing
In certain head+complement sequences, the dependency relation between the head and complement
is marked by a juncture H-tone, realized on the initial mora of the complement. The head may be a subset
of determiners (followed by their nominal complement), a subset of preverbal TAM markers, all nominal
and verbal derivational prefixes (e.g. causative /pà-/, agent /à-/), the head noun of a (head-initial) genitive
construction, or a transitive verb followed by its incorporated object5 (Rivierre 1974). The juncture H
tone is only attested after monosyllabic L-toned heads, followed by a L-toned complement, as illustrated
in (10), with the middle derivational prefix /pì-/.
(10)

/rʌ̀

wà̰dò/

they

drink

/rʌ̀

pì- +H+

they

mid-

→
wà̰dò/

→

drink

[rʌ̀ wà̰dò]
‘They drink.’
[rʌ̀ pì-wá̰dò]
‘They are getting drunk.’

Interestingly, the discrepancy between 1 ∼ 3µ and 4µ+ words highlighted by the downstep data in
section 2.2 is confirmed by the realization of the juncture H-tone. The juncture H-tone is realized on the
initial mora of the complement if it is less than 4µ long, on the first two morae, i.e. on the entire initial
foot, if it is a 4µ+ word, as shown in (11b).
(11)

a.

b.

1µ
2µ
3µ
4µ

/pì-+H+cɔ̀/
/pì-+H+wà̰dò/
/pì-+H+tʌ̀mʌ̰̀rı/̰̀
/pì-+H+nʌ̰̀ɟàìrì/
/pì-+H+tɔ̰ɔ̀ w
̰̀ à̰rı/̰̀

[pì-cɔ́]
[pì-wá̰dò]
[pì-tʌ́mʌ̰̀rı]̰̀
[pì-(nʌ̰́ɟá)ìrì]
[pì-(tɔ̰ɔ́ )̰́ wà̰rı]̰̀

‘move forward’
‘get drunk’
‘give birth’
‘to curse’
‘reimburse’

*[pì-(wá̰dó)]
*[pì-(tʌ́mʌ̰́)rı]̰̀
*[pì-nʌ̰́ɟàìrì]
*[pì-tɔ̰ɔ́ w
̰̀ à̰rı]̰̀

As seen above, when the juncture H-tone is realized on a mora belonging to a bimoraic foot, it
spreads to the entire foot: /Cv̀ +(LL)/→*Cv̀+(HL)→[Cv̀+(HH)]. The realization of the juncture H-tone
can thus be used as a diagnosis for foot parsing.
The data in (11a) clearly show that words that are made up of less than four morae are not parsed into
feet. Foot parsing thus appears to be dependent on the possibility to parse at least two adjacent bimoraic
feet, which the foot-based analysis proposed in (9) above fails to account for, since it predicts that the
initial two morae in 2µ and 3µ L-toned words should be parsed into a binary foot, as shown in (12).
(12)
H + 1µ̀:
H + 2µ̀:
H + 3µ̀:
H + 4µ̀:

Prediction
µ́
(µ́µ́)
(µ́µ́)µ̀
(µ́µ́)(µ̀µ̀)

Facts
µ́
µ́µ̀
µ́µ̀µ̀
µ́µ́µ̀µ̀

cɔ́
wá̰dò
tʌ́mʌ̰̀rı ̰̀
tɔ̰ɔ́ w
̰́ à̰rı ̰̀

!
*
*
!

We thus need to model a type of foot parsing that is conditional on the presence of at least two feet,
and the challenge is to model it in a restrictive way, in order to avoid predicting unlikely patterns.

3.3. Colon-based analysis
This puzzle is easily solved by analyzing foot parsing in Paicî as conditioned, not directly by the
presence of a following foot, but by whether it is licensed by, i.e. part of a (strictly binary) colon.
This straightforwardly explains the 4µ minimum condition for foot parsing: if both feet and cola are
strictly binary and degenerate feet and cola are not allowed, four morae are necessary to parse a colon,
as schematized in (13).
In this case the transitive verb is always made to fit a /Cv̀/ template, whatever its original shape: /cárí/ ‘cut’ [gò
cárí ì úpwá̰rá̰] ‘I cut the tree’, [gò cà+úpwá̰rá̰] ‘I cut trees, I am a tree-cutter.’
5

(13)

∗κ

a.
∗F t
*( µ̀

κ

b.
Ft

µ̀ )

Ft

µ̀

{( µ̀

Ft
µ̀ )

( µ̀

µ̀ )}

This analysis has the advantage of being very restrictive: parsing can only be conditional upon
the presence of at most one adjacent foot. This avoids the unwanted prediction of unlikely patterns
mentioned above, such as foot parsing dependent on the presence of more than two adjacent feet in the
word, or gapped dependent parsing, i.e. parsing dependent on the presence of a non-adjacent foot in the
word (e.g. parse the two initial morae into a bimoraic foot only if the last two are also parsed into a foot,
irrespective of the number of morae in between).

3.4. OT implementation
In the Optimality Theoretic (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004) analysis proposed below, the
conditional parsing is accounted for by the constraint *F t ̸⊂ κ, penalizing any foot that is not licensed by
a colon, outranking parse-µ, requiring that every mora be parsed into a foot (inconsequentially violated
by 2µ and 3µ words). High-ranked Bin penalizes non-binary feet and cola, enforcing strict binarity (in
particular ruling out degenerate feet/cola). Downstep is accounted for by the OCP constraint *LFt LFt
(two adjacent feet cannot both be L), outranking ident-register. Finally ident-register is outranked by
ident-tone, since the repair for *LFt LFt is not L→H dissimilation.
(14)

/àùkɔ̀ɔ/̀
àùkɔ̀ɔ ̀
(àù)kɔ̀ɔ ̀
(àù)(kɔ̀ɔ)̀
{(àù)(kɔ̀ɔ)̀ }
{(àù)(kɔ́ɔ)́ }
{(àù)ꜜ(kɔ̀ɔ)̀ }

*F t ̸⊂ κ

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
+f.

/ùdʌ̀rɨ ̀/
ùdʌ̀rɨ ̀
(ùdʌ̀)rɨ ̀
{(ùdʌ̀)(rɨ ̀)}
{(ùdʌ̀)(rɨ ́)}
{(ùdʌ̀)ꜜ(rɨ ̀)}

*F t ̸⊂ κ

+a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

(15)

Bin

id-tone

*LFt LFt

*!
*!*

parse-µ
*!***
**

id-reg

*!
*!
*
Bin

id-tone

*!
*!
*!

*

*LFt LFt

*!

parse-µ
***
*

id-reg

*
*

4. Evaluating the colon analysis and alternatives
4.1. Potential weaknesses of the colon analysis
The first potential weakness of the colon analysis has to do with the fact that monomorphemic words
in Paicî seem to be at most 5 morae long6 , which seems to be too short to allow the colon to historically
arise as a helpful category. Indeed, one can easily see how the colon could arise historically in languages
with very long words (as in most cases of tertiary stress mentioned in the introduction). But prosodic
groupings of feet in a language that has short to-mid-length words seems unlikely.
There is evidence, however, that the prosodic word in Paicî extends beyond the lexical word, and
includes all the following tonal enclitics (the term is borrowed from Rivierre 1974). Several types of
tonal enclitics exist in Paicî, distinguished by their tonal behavior. The most frequent type consists in
toneless functional words (mostly adverbials and prepositions), which are systematically realized with
the same tone as the closest preceding toned word (the ‘tonal nucleus’, after Rivierre’s centre tonal).
6

In a rapid survey of Rivierre’s (1983) dictionary, I was not able to find a word longer than 5µ. If such words exist,
they are very rare, and most likely not much longer than 5µ.

(16)

a.

tɔ́pwɔ́
[tɔ́pwɔ́
put

b.

/gèè
[{(gèè)
cross

=boo
=bóó

=na̰a̰
=ná̰á̰

=wee/
=wéé]ω

at

there

down

=mḛ
=ꜜ(mḛ̀

=na̰a̰
=nà̰)}à̰

to.here

at

=nḭ
=ni ̰̀
here

=boo/
=bòò]ω
down

Evidence that tonal enclitics form a phonological constituent with their tonal nucleus comes from the
fact this constituent is the domain of application of the downstep process described in section 2. This is
seen in (16b), where the colon which licenses foot parsing (and eventually the application of downstep)
contains morae from both the tonal center and following enclitics. Example (16b) further shows that there
can only be one downstep per prosodic word in Paicî. Indeed, (16b) is not realized with two downsteps
as in (17), despite the fact that it contains enough morae to parse two cola. Only the leftmost downstep
is ever realized.
(17) *[{(gèè) =ꜜ(mḛ̀ =nà̰)}{(à̰ =ni)̰̀ =ꜜ(bòò)}]ω
Note that the domain of application of downstep is indeed the prosodic word –defined as a tonal
nucleus and all following tonal enclitics–, and not simply any sufficiently long sequence of surface L tones
–which would make downstep a late rule insensitive to prosodic structure. This is shown in examples
(7a, e) above, repeated in (18a, b) respectively.
(18)

a.

/à̰bòrò

mʌ̰̀ìnʌ̰̀/

person

big

[à̰bòrò]ω [mʌ̰̀ìnʌ̰̀]ω

*[{(à̰bò)ꜜ(rò mʌ̰̀)}ìnʌ̰̀]

[{(pàì)ꜜ(èè)}]ω [{(bwɨ ̀ɨ ̀)ꜜ(cɨ ̀rɨ ̀)}]ω

*[{(pàì)ꜜ(èè)} bwɨ ̀ɨ ̀cɨ ̀rɨ ̀]

‘big/tall person’
b.

/pàìèè

bwɨ ̀ɨ ̀cɨ ̀rɨ ̀/

serpentine

green

‘green serpentine’
As seen, no downstep occurs in (18a), because [à̰bòrò] and [mʌ̰̀ìnʌ̰̀] are two independent prosodic
words, none of which reaches the 4µ threshold for the application of downstep. Similarly in (18b),
[pàìꜜèè] and [bwɨ ̀ɨ ̀ꜜcɨ ̀rɨ ̀] are two independent 4µ-long prosodic words, each with their own downstep; if
the sequence of eight L-toned morae they constitute were the domain of application of downstep, only
the first downstep would be realized (see (16b) and (17) above).
The prosodic word can thus be quite long in Paicî. However, this does not really eliminate the
weakness mentioned above. Indeed, we have seen that there is ever only one downstep per word. This
means that the colon is only ever relevant for the first four morae of a prosodic word, and there is no
evidence for foot or colon parsing past the fourth mora. The role of the colon is thus rather limited, and
does not appear to have any relation with the potentially great length of the prosodic word.
The second potential weakness of this analysis is that the colon is needed only as a licensor: the
downstep process is not directly conditioned or triggered by the colon, but by the presence of two adjacent
L-toned feet. In general, the colon is neither a trigger nor a target of any phonological process. This
analysis thus uneconomically adds a category in the prosodic hierarchy for a very limited gain.
Despite these two weaknesses, the colon analysis accounts for the Paicî facts in a more elegant way
than the more conservative or economic alternatives considered in the next section.

4.2. Alternative 1: extrametricality
An alternative analysis using only the traditional categories and mechanisms of metrical phonology
is not impossible, but it is much less satisfying. For instance, if one analyzes the last two morae of
every word in Paicî as extrametrical, the 4µ+ minimum for foot parsing is explained: 4µ+ words are the
shortest words containing at least two parsable morae. Downstep can then be analyzed as occurring after
the initial bimoraic foot (similarly to the first hypothesis entertained in section 3.1). This is illustrated in
(19), where extrametrical constituents appear in angle brackets ⟨...⟩.

(19)
1µ̀:
2µ̀:
3µ̀:
4µ̀:

Prediction
⟨µ̀⟩
⟨µ̀⟩⟨µ̀⟩
µ̀⟨µ̀⟩⟨µ̀⟩
(µ̀µ̀)ꜜ⟨µ̀⟩⟨µ̀⟩

Facts
µ̀
µ̀µ̀
µ̀µ̀µ̀
µ̀µ̀ꜜµ̀µ̀

pwʌ̰̀
cʌ̰̀mı ̰̀
ùdʌ̀rɨ ̀
pʌ̀ɟàꜜɟìì

!
!
!
!

However, this account violates the key restriction of extrametricality theory that only one single
prosodic constituent at an edge is allowed to be extrametrical. Loosening this restriction drastically
weakens the theory, by allowing it to predict systems where a sequence of any number of a given prosodic
constituent (mora, syllable, etc.) may be extrametrical.
One possible solution to this problem is to say that it is not the last two morae, but the bimoraic foot
they constitute that is extrametrical, as in (20).
(20)
1µ̀:
2µ̀:
3µ̀:
4µ̀:

Prediction
⟨µ̀⟩
⟨µ̀µ̀⟩
µ̀⟨µ̀µ̀⟩
(µ̀µ̀)ꜜ⟨µ̀µ̀⟩

Facts
µ̀
µ̀µ̀
µ̀µ̀µ̀
µ̀µ̀ꜜµ̀µ̀

pwʌ̰̀
cʌ̰̀mı ̰̀
ùdʌ̀rɨ ̀
pʌ̀ɟàꜜɟìì

!
!
!
!

This seems to account for the Paicî data. However, one reaches a contradiction: resorting to
extrametricality aims precisely at preventing the last two morae from being parsed into a foot. The
extrametricality of the last foot simply means that it is not visible to parsing at the next level up the
Prosodic Hierarchy, i.e. that it will not be parsed into the Prosodic Word. Extrametricality here has
nothing to do with the application of downstep, which, if analyzed as foot-triggered, will occur whether
the foot in question is visible to prosodic-word parsing or not.
A way out of this contradiction is to consider that the final foot is not extrametrical, but simply
stipulated not to count for the application of automatic downstep. This implies the existence of two
different kinds of feet in Paicî: a word-final foot, and a word-initial one, only the latter triggering
downstep. As can be seen, this analysis is more stipulative, unnecessarily complicated, and explanatorily
weak.

4.3. Alternative 2: recursive foot parsing
Another more economic alternative to the colon analysis would be to describe the prosodic
constituent responsible for downstep not as a separate category, but as a type of foot: a “superfoot”,
also known as “layered foot,” derived through recursive foot parsing, as illustrated in (21) (Selkirk 1980;
Prince 1980; McCarthy 1982; Shih 1986; Martínez-Paricio 2012, 2013; Martínez-Paricio & Kager 2015,
2016, a.o.).
(21)

[((σσ)F t σ)F t ]ω

Prosodic Word (ω)
|

Superfoot

((σσ)F t σ)F t

Foot (F t)
|
Syllable (σ)
|
Mora (µ)

Foot

(σσ)F t σ
σσσ

A slight disadvantage of such a recursively derived category is that it violates the Strict Layer
Hypothesis (Selkirk 1984), which says that a prosodic category of one level is exhaustively parsed into
constituents of the next-lower level, and that all constituents at the lower level are of the same type. The
advantage, on the other hand, is that it offers a more economic theory, with only three well-motivated
categories below the prosodic word.

To account for the Paicî downstep pattern, one would need a superfoot derived through double
recursion, as schematized in (22)
(22) µ̀µ̀µ̀µ̀ → (µ̀µ̀)µ̀µ̀ → ((µ̀µ̀)µ̀)µ̀ → (((µ̀µ̀)µ̀)µ̀) ⇒ (((µ̀µ̀)ꜜµ̀)µ̀)
It is unclear, however, what the descriptive generalization should be here. Downstep would have to
be described as occurring between a foot and the next mora within the same superfoot, only if that mora
is itself followed by another mora parsed within that same superfoot. This description sounds stipulative
and falls short of offering a convincing and explanatory account of downstep in Paicî. Furthermore, there
is no evidence for the intermediate iteration (i.e. the first instance of recursion). Finally, this analysis
supposes unrestricted recursive parsing (or recursion arbitrarily capped at two iterations), which runs the
risk of overpredicting (e.g. a system where stress is assigned to the head of a foot on the condition that
it be derived through five iterations of recursive parsing, which no one would expect to be attested or
possible).

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, I have proposed to account for the Paicî downstep and juncture H-spread by appealing
to the colon. I have shown that the colon analysis has weaknesses. In particular, it uneconomically adds
a new category to the Prosodic Hierarchy for relatively little gain, since the workload of the colon, used
only to license foot-parsing in Paicî, is pretty light.
However, the colon analysis has crucial advantages that makes it preferable to all the alternatives
presented in section 4. It is both descriptively and explanatorily more adequate. It is much more
restrictive and does not overpredict: foot parsing can only ever be conditional on the presence of at most
one adjacent foot. The Paicî tone system, together with the prosodic system of Iquito, thus constitute the
most solid arguments to date in favor of the inclusion of the colon in the Prosodic Hierarchy.
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